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In this paper, we consider the Cauchy problem for a viscoelastic model with
relaxation
ut+_x=0, (_& f (u))t+
1
$
(_&+f (u))=0
with discontinuous, large initial data, where 0<+<1, $>0 are constants. When
the system is nonstrictly hyperbolic, under the additional assumption v0x # L, the
system is reduced to an inhomogeneous scalar balance law by employing the special
form of the system itself. After introducing a definition of entropy solutions to the
system, we prove the existence, uniqueness, and continuous dependence of the
global entropy solution for the system. When the system is strictly hyperbolic, some
special entropy pairs of the Lax type are constructed, in which the progression
terms are functions of a single variable, and the necessary estimates for the major
terms are obtained by using the theory of singular perturbation of the ordinary dif-
ferential equations. The special entropy pairs are used to prove the existence of the
global entropy solutions for the corresponding Cauchy problem by applying the
method of compensated compactness.  1998 Academic Press
Key Words : viscoelastic model; relaxation; singular perturbation; entropy; com-
pensated compactness; Young measure.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider the existence and uniqueness of the global
entropy solutions for a viscoelastic model with relaxation
{
ut+_x=0,
(1.1)
(_& f (u))t+
_&+f (u)
$
=0,
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with initial data
(u(x, 0), _(x, 0))=(u0(x), _0(x)), (1.2)
where 0<+<1, $>0 are constants, f (u) # C 2(R). Let
v(x, t)=_(x, t)& f (u(x, t)); (1.3)
then the Cauchy problem (1.1), (1.2) can be rewritten as
{
ut+( f (u)&v)x=0,
(1.4)
vt+
v&(1&+) f (u)
$
=0,
with initial data
(u(x, 0), v(x, 0))=(u0(x), v0(x))=(u0(x), _0(x)& f (u0(x))), (1.5)
and in what follows, we only consider the Cauchy problem (1.4), (1.5).
By simple calculation, the two eigenvalues of the system (1.4) are respec-
tively
*1(u, v)=0, *2(u, v)= f $(u), (1.6)
with the corresponding right eigenvectors
r1(u, v)=(1, f $(u))T, r2(u, v)=(1, 0)T.
Riemann invariants are
w(u, v)= f (u)&v, z(u, v)=v, (1.7)
respectively. Furthermore, we have
{*1(u, v) } r1(u, v)=0, {*2(u, v) } r2(u, v)= f "(u). (1.8)
Therefore, it follows from (1.6), (1.8) that *1(u, v)=*2(u, v) on the set
S1=[(u, v) : f $(u)=0], in which strict hyperbolicity fails to hold, and the
first characteristic field is linearly degenerate on the whole u&v plane, the
second characteristic field is linearly degenerate on the S2=[(u, v) :
f "(u)=0], in the sense of Lax (see [18]).
The system (1.1) serves as a model for the equations of motion of a
viscoelastic solid with relaxation term, which arises in several areas of
physical, such as gas dynamics, elasticity, kinetic theory, multiphase flow,
phase transition, etc. (cf. [3, 13, 22, 32]). Hence, the study of the Cauchy
problem (1.1), (1.2) is of interest and much investigation has been done on
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it. Paper [32] proved that the global smooth solution for the Cauchy
problem (1.1), (1.2) exists for smooth initial data provided that the
C0-norm of the initial data are sufficiently small. However, for a special
type of the initial data
(u(x, 0), _(x, 0))={(u& , +f (u&)),(0, 0),
x<0,
x>0,
Greenberg and Hsiao [13] found that even if u& is sufficiently small to
solve the above initial value problem, shock waves and contact discon-
tinuity must be introduced and the corresponding initial value problem
does not have globally defined smooth solutions. Therefore, for discon-
tinuous initial data, only discontinuous solutions may exist in the large and
one has to seek the global entropy weak solutions for the Cauchy problem
(1.4), (1.5). Under the assumption of strict hyperbolicity, Chen and Liu
[3] obtained the existence of the global weak solutions for the Cauchy
problem (1.4), (1.5).
In this paper, our first goal is to extend the results in [3] to nonstrictly
hyperbolic case. After introducing Definition 3.1 of entropy solutions for
the Cauchy problem (1.4), (1.5), we prove the existence, uniqueness and
continuous dependence of the global entropy solution for the Cauchy
problem (1.4), (1.5). For system of hyperbolic conservation laws, there are,
however, very few results addressing the question of uniqueness, and con-
tinuous dependence. Some uniqueness results for rather general systems are
derived by DiPerna [8] and Liu [21]. Stability of the constant state for
general systems is studied by Temple [31]. To do this, a key idea is to
transform the system (1.4) into an inhomogeneous scalar conservation law
by using the special form of the system (1.4). For this purpose, it is suf-
ficient to establish the uniform bounded estimate (2.15) of v=x(x, t) with
respect to the viscous coefficient =. Thus, the assumption v0x # L must be
added. Our second goal, under strictly hyperbolic hypothesis, is to con-
struct some special entropy pairs of Lax type, in which the progression
terms are functions of a single variable, and establish the necessary
estimates for the major progression terms by using the theory of singular
perturbation of the ordinary differential equations. These special entropy
pairs provide the convergence of the viscosity solutions by applying the
method of compensated compactness.
It is worthwhile to point out that, in the strictly hyperbolic case, the
system under our consideration is linearly degenerate. To our knowledge,
very few results have been obtained for such systems with large initial data
(see [2, 3, 9, 13, 20, 28, 33, 34]). We think that the special entropy-entropy
flux pairs of Lax type constructed in our paper is a new approach to deal
with the strong convergence of the approximate solution sequence to
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hyperbolic systems of conservation laws with degenerate characteristic
fields (see [33, 34]).
2. THE NONSTRICTLY HYPERBOLIC CASE
In this section, we consider the nonstrictly hyperbolic case and prove the
existence, uniqueness, and continuous dependence of the global entropy
solution for the Cauchy problem (1.4), (1.5).
First we introduce the following definition on entropy solutions:
Definition 2.1. A pair of functions (u(x, t), v(x, t)) is called an entropy
solution for the Cauchy problem (1.4), (1.5), if the following conditions are
satisfied:
(i) For any .(x, t) # C 0 (R_R
+),
||
t>0
[u.t+ f (u) .x+vx.] dx dt+|
R
u0(x) .(x, 0) dx=0,
{||t>0 {v.t&v&(1&+) f (u)$ .= dx dt+|R v0(x) .(x, 0) dx=0, (2.1)||
t>0 {s.t+
+(1&+)
$2
exp \+$ t+ u.= dx dt+|R s0(x) .(x, 0) dx=0,
where
s(x, t)=\vx(x, t)+1&+$ u(x, t)+ exp \
+
$
t+ ;
(ii) the entropy inequalities
||
t>0
[\(u) .t+%(u) .x+\$(u) vx.] dx dt0, (2.2)
||
t>0 {F(v) .t&
1
$
F $(v)(v&(1&+) f (u)) .= dx dt0, (2.3)
and
||
t>0 {G(s) .t+
+(1&+)
$2
exp \+$ t+ uG$(s) .= dx dt0, (2.4)
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hold for any non-negative function .(x, t) # C 0 (R_R
+), where (\, %)
satisfies
%$(u)=\$(u) f $(u), \ # C2, \">0, (2.5)
and F, G are arbitrary C2-functions with F">0, G">0.
Under the above definition, we have the following existence and unique-
ness results:
Theorem 2.2. Assume f (u) satisfies the following hypotheses:
(H1) f (u) # C2(R+) with f (0)=0, f $(u)0 for u0 and the inverse
function f &1(u) of f (u) exists on u0;
(H2) there exists u
*
>0 such that
f "(u)0, u # [0, u
*
]; f "(u)0, u # [u
*
, +).
(H3) meas[u : f "(u)=0]=0.
Then, if (u0(x), v0(x)) # (L, W1, ), the Cauchy problem (1.4), (1.5)
admits a unique global entropy solution (u(x, t), v(x, t)).
For the proof of the existence of entropy solution, we adopt the method
of vanishing viscosity and for the proof of the uniqueness, we apply
Kruzkov’s methods [17] with a slight modification. The proof is divided
into three parts.
2.1. Viscosity Solutions
In this subsection we consider the Cauchy problem for the related
parabolic system
{
ut+( f (u)&v)x==uxx ,
(2.6)
vt+
v&(1&+) f (u)
$
==vxx ,
with initial data
(u(x, 0), v(x, 0))=(u=0(x), v
=
0(x)), (2.7)
where u=0(x), v
=
0(x) are the regularizations of u0(x), v0(x) respectively
{
u =0(x)=
1
= |
+
&
\ \x& y= + u0( y) dy,
(2.8)
v=0(x)=
1
= |
+
&
\ \x& y= + v0( y) dy.
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Here \(x) is a mollifier; that is 0\(x) # C 0 (R), supp \(x)/[&1, 1],
and R \(x) dx=1.
First, we give a priori-L estimates, independent of =, to the Cauchy
problem (2.6), (2.7) by the framework of positively invariant regions in
[4]. The result of [4] can be summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.3. Let gi (i=1, 2) be two smooth functions, gi : R2  R and
7=[(u, v) : gi (u, v)0, i=1, 2]. Assume that for all t>0 and (u0 , v0) #
7, the following conditions hold:
(i) {gi is a left eigenvector of {( f (u)&v, 0) corresponding to *i ;
(ii) gi is quasi-convex at (u0 , v0), i.e., for all ! # R2, if whenever
! } {gi=0, then {2gi (!, !)0;
(iii) {gi (F )<0 at (u0 , v0), for all t>0, where F=(0, ((1&+)
f (u)&v)$)T.
Then 7 is an invariant region for (2.6) for all =>0; that is, if (u0 , v0) # 7
for all x, then (u=(x, t), v=(x, t)) # 7, for all (x, t) # R_R+.
By applying Theorem 2.3, we immediately obtain the following results.
The details are omitted.
Theorem 2.4. Let (H1), (H2) hold. Then the following regions are
positively invariant regions for (2.6) for all =>0:
7C={(u, v) : 0v1&++ C, f &1(v)u f &1(v+C )= ,
where
f (u
*
)C
+
1&+
f (u
*
).
See Fig. 2.1. The details are omitted.
From Theorem 2.4, the viscosity solutions of the Cauchy problem (2.6),
(2.7) have the following uniform a priori estimates
|u=(x, t)|M, |v=(x, t)|M, (2.9)
where M is a positive constant depending only on the initial data, but inde-
pendent of =, then we get the following global existence theorem by using
the local existence of the solutions for the Cauchy problem (2.6), (2.7),
which can be easily obtained by applying the contraction mapping prin-
ciple to an integral representation of (2.6).
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FIGURE 2.1
Theorem 2.5. Let (H1)(H2) hold. Furthermore, assume the initial data
(u0(x), v0(x)) satisfies
(u0&u , v0&v ) # L & L2(&, ), (2.10)
for some equilibrium state (u , v )=(u , (1&+) f (u )). Then for any fixed =>0,
the Cauchy problem (2.6), (2.7) exists a unique global smooth solution
(u=(x, t), v=(x, t)) satisfies a priori estimates (2.9).
To reduce the system (1.4) to an inhomogeneous scalar balance law, as
has been pointed out in the introduction, we have to estimate v=x(x, t). For
simplicity, we shall drop the indices = of the approximate solutions
(u=(x, t), v=(x, t)) in the following. Let
r(x, t)=exp \+$ t+ v(x, t). (2.11)
Then (2.6) can be rewritten as
{
ut+\ f (u)&exp \&+$ t+ r+x==uxx ,
(2.12)
rt+
1&+
$
exp \+$ t+\exp \&
+
$
t+ r& f (u)+==rxx .
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Differentiating the second equation in (2.12) with respect to x, and using
the first equation in (2.12), we get
st&
+(1&+)
$2
exp \+$ t+ u==sxx , (2.13)
where
s(x, t)=rx(x, t)+
1&+
$
exp \+$ t+ u(x, t). (2.14)
By virtue of (2.13) and maximum principle, we obtain the following results:
Theorem 2.6. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.5, if we assume further
that v0x(x) # L; then any smooth solutions (u=(x, t), v=(x, t)) of (2.6), (2.7)
on the domain ?(T )=[(x, t) : x # R, 0<tT] satisfy
|v=x(x, t)|M1+
1&+
$
M0 , (2.15)
where M0=max(M, &u0 &L), M1=&v0x&L .
Proof. From (2.8), we have
} ddx v =0(x) }M1 . (2.16)
Consider an auxiliary function
s(x, t)=s (x, t)+M1+
1&+
$
M0 exp \+$ t++
N
L2
(x2+3=et), (2.17)
where L is a positive constant and N is the upper bound of |s(x, t)| on
?(T ) (by the local existence, N can be obtained).
Substituting (2.17) into (2.13) and noticing (2.9), (2.11), (2.14), (2.16),
one can get the following initial-boundaryvalue problem
s t+
+(1&+)
$2
exp \+$ t+ (M0&u)+
N
L2
(3=et&2=)==s xx , (2.18)
with initial-boundaryvalue conditions
{
s (x, 0)=vx(x, 0)&M1+
1&+
$
(u(x, 0)&M0)&
N
L2
(x2+3=)<0,
(2.19)
s (\L, t)=s(\L, t)&N&M1&
1&+
$
M0 exp \+$ t+&
3=N
L2
et<0.
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It follows that
s (x, t)<0 for (x, t) # [&L, L]_[0, T]. (2.20)
Otherwise, let
t =sup
t
[t : s (x, t)<0, for any x # (&L, L)];
then 0<t T<+. From the continuity of s (x, t), there exists (x , t ) #
[(x, t) : &L<x<L, 0<tT], such that s (x , t )=0, s t(x , t )0,
s x(x , t )=0, s xx(x , t )0, i.e.,
(s t&=s xx) | (x , t )0.
Thus we obtain a contradiction from (2.18) and (2.9), and (2.20) holds.
Equality (2.17) and inequality (2.20) show that
s(x, t)<M1+
1&+
$
M0 exp \+$ t++
N
L2
(x2+3=et). (2.21)
Letting L   in (2.21), we get
s(x, t)M1+
1&+
$
M0 exp \+$ t+. (2.22)
From (2.9), (2.11), (2.14), and (2.22), it follows
vx(x, t)exp \&+$ t+ s(x, t)M1+
1&+
$
M0 . (2.23)
On the other hand, if we make the transformation
s(x, t)=s (x, t)&M1&
1&+
$
M0 exp \+$ t+&
N
L2
(x2+3=et), (2.24)
then, similar to the proof of (2.23), we can get
vx(x, t) &M1&
1&+
$
M0 . (2.25)
Thus the proof of Theorem is completed.
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2.2. Existence of Entropy Solutions
In this subsection, we are going to research the existence of entropy solu-
tions for the Cauchy problem (1.4), (1.5). Our technique is to apply the
method of compensated compactness.
For our purposes we first give the following lemmas.
Lemma 2.7. If the conditions of Theorem 2.5 are satisfied, then for any
fixed =>0, the solutions (u=(x, t), v=(x, t)) of the Cauchy problem (2.6), (2.7)
satisfy
=12

x
u= is uniformly bounded in L2loc(R_(0, )).
Proof. Let K//R_(0, ) and choose , # C 0 (R_(0, )) such that
, |K=1, 0,1 and G=supp[,].
Multiplying the first equation in (2.6) by u=,, integrating over R_(0, )
and noticing (2.9), (2.15), we obtain
= |

0
|

&
(u=x)
2 , dx dt
=|

0
|

& {
1
2
(u=)2 ,t+\u=f (u=)&|
u=
0
f (s) ds+ ,x= dx dt
+|

0
|

& {v=xu=,+
1
2
=(u=)2 ,xx= dx dt
C1(M0 , ,)+
1&+
$
C2(M0 , M1 , ,), (2.26)
where C1(M0 , ,), C2(M0 , M1 , ,) are constants, independent of =, which
implies that Lemma 2.7 is proved.
Lemma 2.8. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.5,

t
\(u=)+

x
%(u=) (2.27)
lie in a compact set of H &1loc (0) for any C
2-function pairs (\(u), %(u))
satisfying
%$(u)=\$(u) f $(u), (2.28)
where 0/R_R+ is any bounded open set.
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Proof. Multiplying the first equation in (2.6) by \$(u=) and using (2.28),
it is easy to see that

t
\(u=)+

x
%(u=)==
2
x2
\(u=)&=\"(u=) \ x u=+
2
+v=x \$(u
=). (2.29)
By applying the result of Murat [24], in order to complete the proof of
Lemma 2.8, it is sufficient to prove that
(2.27) # (compact set of H&1(0)+bounded set of +(0))
& bounded set of W&1, , (2.30)
where +(0) denotes the set of measures. By using (2.26), (2.29) and (2.15),
(2.30) can be obtained. The details are omitted. This completes the proof
of the Lemma.
Proof of the Existence of Entropy Solutions. Thanks to the estimate
(2.15), the system (1.4) has been transformed into an inhomogeneous scalar
conservation law. Hence, we first expect to prove the convergence of the
viscosity solutions [u=(x, t)] defined by (2.6), (2.7), or, equivalently, the
corresponding family of Young measures &x, t , uniquely determined by
[u=(x, t)] to be a family of Dirac masses. To do this, we introduce Tartar’s
commutation relation [30]
(P1) (&x, t , \1 %2&\2%1) =(&x, t , \1)(&x, t , %2) &(&x, t , \2)(&x, t , %1)
where (\i , %i) # C2 (i=1, 2) satisfying (2.28). Now we will prove that &x, t
can be reduced to a point mass by analyzing the progressing entropy waves
of Lax type.
Let Q denote the smallest characteristic rectangle
Q=[u : u&uu+],
which contains the support &x, t .
By (2.28), for k=\1, \2, ..., one can construct the following C2-entropy
pairs of Lax type
{\k(u)=e
ku,
%k(u)=eku( f $(u)+Fk(u)),
(2.31)
where Fk(u) satisfies the following equation:
F $k+kFk+ f "(u)=0.
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Especially if we choose
Fk(u)={
e&ku |
u
&M
f "(s) eks ds,
e&ku |
u
M
f "(s) eks ds,
if k>0,
if k<0,
then the following estimate holds
|Fk(u)|
C
|k|
, k=\1, \2, ..., (2.32)
where C is a positive constant depending on f and M, but independent of k.
Equality (2.31) and inequality (2.32) show that
%k(u)=\ f $(u)+O \1k++ \k(u). (2.33)
Now we introduce probability measure +k on Q defined by
(+k , h)=
(&x, t , h\k)
(&x, t , \k)
, (2.34)
where h=h(u) denotes an arbitrary continuous function. Letting k  +
and k  & in (2.34), it is easy to prove that there exist two point masses
$+=$u+ and $&=$u& such that
($+, h) = lim
k  +
(+k , h) , ($&, h) = lim
k  &
(+k , h) , (2.35)
Next, we shall show that $+, $& represent the action of &x, t on the
fundamental form %(u)& f $(u) \(u) as follows:
($+, %& f $\)=(&x, t , %&*+\) (2.36)
and
($&, %& f $\)=(&x, t , %&*&\) , (2.37)
where \, % # C2 satisfy (2.28), and
*\=($\, f $). (2.38)
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In fact, from the measure equation (P1), we have
(&x, t , %)&(&x, t , \)
(&x, t , %k)
(&x, t , \k)
=
(&x, t , %\k&%k\)
(&x, t , \k)
. (2.39)
Noticing (2.33), it follows from (2.39) in the limit
(&x, t , %)&(&x, t , \)($+, f $) =($+, %& f $\)
and
(&x, t , %)&(&x, t , \)($&, f $) =($&, %& f $\) .
This proves (2.36) and (2.37). Next, we assert that
*+=*& (2.40)
and as a consequence
($+, %& f $\)=($&, %& f $\),
i.e.,
%(u+)& f $(u+) \(u+)=%(u&)& f $(u&) \(u&), (2.41)
for all C2-function pairs (\(u), %(u)) satisfying (2.28).
In addition, integrating by parts (2.28) over [u&, u+], we have
%(u+)=|
u+
u&
\$(s) f $(s) ds
=%(u&)+ f (u+) \(u+)& f $(u&) \(u&)&|
u+
u&
f "(s) \(s) ds,
i.e.,
%(u+)& f $(u+) \(u+)=%(u&)& f $(u&) \(u&)&|
u+
u&
f "(s) \(s) ds. (2.42)
Combining (2.41) with (2.42), it follows
|
u+
u&
f "(s) \(s) ds=0. (2.43)
Let
B1=[u : f "(u)>0], B2=[u : f "(u)<0], B3=[u : f "(u)=0].
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Then B1 and B2 are open subsets of R. Thus there exist two sequences of
nonoverlapping open intervals [(b1ik , b
1
ik+1
)] and [(b2ik , b
2
ik+1
)], at most
countable, such that
B1=.
k
(b1ik , b
1
ik+1
), B2=.
k
(b2ik , b
2
ik+1
)
and
(b1ij , b
1
ij+1
) & (b2ik , b
2
ik+1
)=<
for all j, k. Thus
B3/.
k
[b1ik+1 , b
2
ik+1
]
and
R/ .
2
n=1 \.k (b
n
ik
, bnik+1]+ .
Now we prove that u+=u&. Otherwise, we can let u+>u&. For definite-
ness, assume u+ # (b1ik , b
1
ik+1
] and f "(u)0 for u # (b1ik , b
1
ik+1
]. Thus, there
exist constants u1 , u2 # (b1ik , b
1
ik+1
) and C1 with u&u1<u2<u+ and
C1>0 such that
f "(u)C1 for u # [u1 , u2].
Taking \(u)=eku in (2.43), it follows
&|
u1
u&
f "(s) eks ds=|
u2
u1
f "(s) eks ds+|
u+
u2
f "(s) eks ds
|
u2
u1
f "(s) eks ds

C1
k
(exp(ku2)&exp(ku1)). (2.44)
On the other hand, we have
}&|
u1
u&
f "(s) eks ds }C2k (exp(ku1)&exp(ku&)), (2.45)
where C2 is a positive constant independent of k.
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Combining (2.44) with (2.45), we get
C2
k
(exp(ku1)&exp(ku&))
C1
k
(exp(ku2)&exp(ku1)). (2.46)
Letting k  + in (2.46), we conclude that u1=u2 , which is a contradic-
tion. Thus u+=u& and &x, t is a point mass.
It remains to prove the assertion (2.40). Indeed, we have from the
measure equation (P1) that
(&x, t , %k)
(&x, t , \k)
&
(&x, t , %&k)
(&x, t , \&k)
=
(&x, t , %k\&k&%&k\k)
(&x, t , \k)(&x, t , \&k)
. (2.47)
If u+=u&, equality (2.40) is immediate. If not, then for sufficiently small
:>0 we have
(&x, t , \k)const. ek(u
+&:)
and
(&x, t , \&k) const. e&k(u
&+:),
for large k and the denominator on the right-hand side of (2.47)
approaches infinity. The numerator is in general O(1k). Thus the right-
hand side approaches zero while the left approaches *+&*&. This proves
the assertion (2.40).
According to the argument above, by applying the framework of the
theory of compensated compactness in [9, 29], we show that there exists
a function u(x, t) # L such that
u=(x, t)  u(x, t) a.e. as =  0. (2.48)
The convergence of v=(x, t) and v =x(x, t) is a consequence of the convergence
of u=(x, t).
From the second equation in (2.6), we have
v=(x, t)=exp \&t$+ T=(t) v=0(x)
+
1&+
$ |
t
0
T=(t&{) exp \&t&{$ + f (u=(x, {)) d{,
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where
T=(t) .(x)=
1
- 4?=t |

&
exp \&(x& y)
2
4=t + .( y) dy.
It is clear from the above equality that, for the smooth function f, the con-
vergence of u=(x, t) implies that
v=(x, t)  v(x, t), a.e. as =  0, (2.49)
for some L function v(x, t) satisfying
v(x, t)=exp \&t$+ v0(x)+
1&+
$ |
t
0
exp \&t&{$ + f (u(x, {)) d{.
Now we further prove the convergence of v=x(x, t).
From (2.13) and noticing (2.11), (2.14), we can get the following integral
representation of v=x(x, t):
v=x(x, t)=exp \&+$ t+ T=(t) \
d
dx
v=0(x)+
1&+
$
u=0(x)+&1&+$ u=(x, t)
+
+(1&+)
$2 |
t
0
T=(t&{) exp \+$ ({&t)+ u=(x, {) d{.
It is clear from the above equality that, the convergence of u=(x, t) implies
that
v=x(x, t)  Dxv(x, t), a.e. as =  0, (2.50)
where
Dxv(x, t)=exp \&+$ t+\v0x(x)+
1&+
$
u0(x)+&1&+$ u(x, t)
+
+(1&+)
$2 |
t
0
exp \+$ ({&t)+ u(x, {) d{ # L(R_R+).
From (2.49), (2.50), it is easy to prove that vx(x, t) exists for almost all
(x, t) # R_R+, and
vx(x, t)=Dx v(x, t) # L(R_R+). (2.51)
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This proves that there exists a subsequence (still labeled) (u=(x, t), v=(x, t),
v=x(x, t)) and functions (u(x, t), v(x, t), vx(x, t)) # (L
, L, L) such that
(u=(x, t), v=(x, t), v=x(x, t))  (u(x, t), v(x, t), vx(x, t)), a.e. as =  0.
From (2.6), (2.11), (2.13), (2.14) and noticing (2.51), it is easy to verify
that equality (2.1) holds. Thus (u(x, t), v(x, t)) is a weak solution of (1.4),
(1.5).
Finally, it is standard to show that the limit function (u(x, t), v(x, t))
satisfies the entropy conditions (2.2)(2.4). This completes the proof of the
theorem.
2.3. Uniqueness and Continuous Dependence of Entropy Solution
To complete the proof of Theorem 2.2, in this subsection we prove the
uniqueness and continuous dependence of the entropy solution of the
Cauchy problem (1.4), (1.5). The methods are essentially due to Kruzkov
[17] and Oleinik [25] with a slight modification. As a consequence of our
uniqueness argument, we also obtain a continuous dependence result with
respect to the initial data (u0(x), v0(x)).
Theorem 2.9. Assume that (u(x, t), v(x, t)) (respectively (u (x, t),
v (x, t))) is an entropy solution to the system (1.4) with initial data (u0(x),
v0(x)) (respectively (u (x0), v (x0))) and N=sup | f $(u)|; then we have, for
each X>0, 0tXN,
|
X&Nt
&X+Nt
|u(x, t)&u (x, t)|dx
|
X
&X
|u0(x)&u 0(x)| dx+|
XN
0
|
X&Nt
&X+Nt
|vx(x, t)&v x(x, t)| dx dt,
(2.52)
|
X&Nt
&X+Nt
|v(x, t)&v (x, t)| dx
|
X
&X
|v0(x)&v 0(x)| dx+
1
$ |
XN
0
|
X&Nt
&X+Nt
|v(x, t)&v (x, t)| dx dt
+
1&+
$
N |
XN
0
|
X&Nt
&X+Nt
|u(x, t)&u (x, t)| dx dt, (2.53)
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and
|
X&Nt
&X+Nt
|vx(x, t)&v x(x, t)| dx
|
X
&X
|v0x(x)&v 0x(x)| dx+
1&+
$
exp \+X$N+ |
X&Nt
&X+Nt
|u(x, t)&u (x, t)| dx
+
+(1&+)
$2 |
XN
0
|
X&Nt
&X+Nt
|u(x, t)&u (x, t)| dx dt. (2.54)
Proof. We only prove (2.52); the rest can be treated similarly. For any
X>0, let
0={(x, t) : 0<t<XN , |x|<X&Nt=
and
4=[(\(u), %(u)) : %$(u)=\$(u) f $(u), \ # C2, \">0].
Since (u(x, t), v(x, t)) is an entropy solution for the Cauchy problem (1.4),
(1.5), we have, for any , # C 0 (0), ,0, and any (\(u), %(u)) # 4,
||
t>0
[\(u) ,t+%(u) ,x+\$(u) vx ,] dx dt0. (2.55)
Let
U(u)=|u&k|, F(u)=sign(u&k)( f (u)& f (k)),
where k is a constant.
Then there exists a sequence [(\n(u), %n(u))]/4 such that
\n(u)  U(u), %n(u)  F(u), \$n(u)  sign(u&k),
in C([&M, M]).
Hence
||
t>0
|u&k| ,t dx dt+||
t>0
sign(u(x, t)&k)( f (u(x, t))& f (k)) ,x dx dt
+||
t>0
sign(u(x, t)&k) ,vx(x, t) dx dt0, (2.56)
for any , # C 0 (0).
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Let
(x, t, !, {)=,(x, t) jh(x&!, t&{)=,(x, t) |h(x&!) |h(t&{), (2.57)
where
|h(*)=
1
h
| \*h+ ,
and |(*) is a mollifier; that is 0|(*) # C 0 (R), supp |(*)/[&1, 1], and
R |(*) d*=1.
Placing k, , by u (!, {),  in (2.56) respectively and integrating (2.56)
with respect to !, { over R_R+, we get
||||
R2+_R
2
+
|u(x, t)&u (!, {)| t dx dt d! d{
+ ||||
R2+_R
2
+
sign(u(x, t)&u (!, {))( f (u(x, t))& f (u (!, {))) x dx dt d! d{
+ ||||
R2+_R
2
+
sign(u(x, t)&u (!, {)) vx(x, t) dx dt d! d{0. (2.58)
Similarly, we have
||||
R2+_R
2
+
|u (!, {)&u(x, t)| { d! d{ dx dt
+ ||||
R2+_R
2
+
sign(u (!, {)&u(x, t))( f (u (!, {))& f (u(x, t))) ! d! d{ dx dt
+ ||||
R2+_R
2
+
sign(u (!, {)&u(x, t)) v !(!, {) d! d{ dx dt0. (2.59)
By (2.58) and (2.59), we have
||||
R2+_R
2
+
|u(x, t)&u (!, {)| (t+{) dx dt d! d{
+ ||||
R2+_R
2
+
sign(u(x, t)&u (!, {))( f (u(x, t))
& f (u (!, {)))(x+!) dx dt d! d{
+ ||||
R2+_R
2
+
sign(u(x, t)&u (!, {)) (vx(x, t)&v !(!, {)) dx dt d! d{0.
(2.60)
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By simple calculation, we have
t+{=,t jh , x+!=,x jh . (2.61)
Hence letting h  0+ in (2.60) and noticing (2.61), it follows
||
t>0
|u(x, t)&u (x, t)| ,t dx dt
+||
t>0
sign(u(x, t)&u (x, t))( f (u(x, t))& f (u (x, t))) ,x dx dt
+||
t>0
sign(u(x, t)&u (x, t)) ,(vx(x, t)&v x(x, t)) dx dt0. (2.62)
Letting
:=(x)=|
x
&
|=(*) d*, :(x)=|
x
&
|(*) d*,
X=(x, t)=1&:=( |x|+Nt&X+=), =>0,
and choosing ,(x, t)=(:h(t&t1)&:h(t&t2)) X=(x, t), 0<t1<t2 in (2.62),
we have
||
t>0
(|h(t&t1)&|h(t&t2)) X=(x, t) |u(x, t)&u (x, t)| dx dt
+||
t>0
(:h(t&t1)&:h(t&t2)) |u(x, t)&u (x, t)|
_\(X=)t+ f (u(x, t))& f (u (x, t))u(x, t)&u (x, t) (X=)x+ dx dt
+||
t>0
sign(u(x, t)&u (x, t))(vx(x, t)&v x(x, t))
_(:h(t&t1)&:h(t&t2)) X=(x, t) dx dt0. (2.63)
It is easy to see that
(X=)t+
f (u(x, t))& f (u (x, t))
u(x, t)&u (x, t)
(X=)x(X=)t+N |(X=)x |=0. (2.64)
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Letting =  0+ in (2.63), we get, from (2.64),
|
XN
0
|
X&Nt
&X+Nt
(|h(t&t1)&|h(t&t2)) |u(x, t)&u (x, t)| dx dt
&|
XN
0
|
X&Nt
&X+Nt
|vx(x, t)&v x(x, t)| dx dt. (2.65)
Letting h  0+ in (2.65), we have
|
X&Nt1
&X+Nt1
|u(x, t1)&u (x, t1)| dx&|
X&Nt2
&X+Nt2
|u(x, t2)&u (x, t2)| dx
&|
XN
0
|
X&Nt
&X+Nt
|vx(x, t)&v x(x, t)| dx dt. (2.66)
Letting t1  0+ in (2.66), it follows
|
X&Nt2
&X+Nt2
|u(x, t2)&u (x, t2)| dx
|
X
&X
|u0(x)&u 0(x)| dx+|
XN
0
|
X&Nt
&X+Nt
|vx(x, t)&v x(x, t)| dx dt.
This proves (2.52) and, hence, the proof of Theorem 2.9 is completed.
From Theorem 2.9, we have the following continuous dependence
results:
Corollary 2.10. Assume that (u(x, t), v(x, t)) (respectively (u (x, t),
v (x, t))) is an entropy solution for the Cauchy problem (1.4) with initial data
(u0(x), v0(x)) (respectively (u 0(x), v 0(x))), then we have for each X>0,
0tXN,
|
X&Nt
&X+Nt
|u(x, t)&u (x, t)| dx
C |
X
&X
( |u0(x)&u 0(x)|+|v0x(x)&v 0x(x)| ) dx,
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and
|
X&Nt
&X+Nt
|v(x, t)&v (x, t)| dx
C |
X
&X
( |v0(x)&v 0(x)|+|u0(x)&u 0(x)|+|v0x(x)&v 0x(x)| dx,
where C is a positive constant depending only on $, +, X, N.
Having obtained the continuous dependence results (Corollary 2.10), we
can immediately obtain the uniqueness result. This completes the proof of
the uniqueness part of Theorem 2.2.
3. THE STRICTLY HYPERBOLIC CASE
In this section we shall assume that the system (1.1) is strictly hyperbolic
and f (u) satisfies the condition (H2) and the following conditions:
(A1) f (u) # C6(R+) and f (0)=0, f $(u)>0 for u0;
(A2) there exists u
*
>0 such that
f "(u)<0, u # [0, u
*
]; f "(u)0, u # [u
*
, +);
(A3) there exist u1 , u2 , ..., un with 0u1<u2< } } } <unu* such that
3( f "(ui))2& f $(ui) f $$$(ui)=0, i=1, 2, ..., n, and 3( f "(u))2& f $(u) f $$$(u)
remains the sign on u # [0, M], and 3( f "(u))2& f $(u) f $$$(u){0 if u{ui ,
i=1, 2, ..., n.
Remark. There exist many functions f (u) satisfying the hypotheses
(A1)(A3). For example:
f (u)=
1
5 \u&
1
5+
5
+u+5&6, u # _0, 15+3&14& ,
f (u)=arc tan(u&1)+
?
4
and
f (u)=eu&d&ed&u+ed&e&d, u # [0, d+ 12 ln 2], 0<d
1
2 ln 2.
Under the assumptions (A1)(A3), directly applying the result of
Theorem 2.4, we get the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.1. Let (A1)(A3) hold. Furthermore, the initial data
(u0(x), v0(x)) satisfy
{(u0(x), v0(x)) # 7C ,(u0&u , v0&v ) # L & L2(&, ), (3.1)
for some equilibrium state (u , v )=(u , (1&+) f (u )). Then, for any fixed
=>0, the Cauchy problem (2.1), (2.2) admits a unique global solution
(u=(x, t), v=(x, t)) satisfying the following estimates
0v=(x, t) f (u=(x, t))M<+, (3.2)
where M is a positive constant depending only on the initial data, but inde-
pendent of =.
For conciseness, we divide this section into two parts.
3.1. Entropy Waves
This subsection is concerned with entropy waves for the system (1.4). We
will construct the Lax entropies and give the required estimates by using
the theory of singular perturbation of the ordinary differential equations.
We recall that a pair of real-valued mapping (’, q) is an entropy-entropy
flux pair of (1.4) if all smooth solutions satisfy
qu= f $(u) ’u , qv=&’u . (3.3)
Eliminating the q from (3.3), we have
’uu+ f $(u) ’uv=0. (3.4)
From the equation (3.4), we can easily see that the system (1.4) admits
a strictly convex entropy
’*(u, v)=e&v \|
u
0
ef (!) d!+A+ , (u, v) # [(u, v) : 0v f (u)M],
(3.5)
where A>(1B) eM, B=inf[0, f &1(M )] f $(u)>0.
Thus we deduce the following theorem by [9, 30]. The details are
omitted.
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Theorem 3.2. For any C2-entropy pair (’(u, v), q(u, v)) of the system
(1.4),

t
’(u=, v=)+

x
q(u=, v=)
is compact in H &1loc (R_R
+).
Theorem 3.2 guarantees that the measure equation (P2) in Section 3.2 is
true. Equation (P2) is the soul of the theory of compensated compactness
and we will use it to deduce the family of Young measures &x, t determined
by the viscosity solution sequence (u=, v=)) for the Cauchy problem (2.6),
(2.7) which is a family of Dirac masses.
Now we will construct the entropy-entropy flux pairs of the Lax type.
Substituting entropies ’k=ekw(1n=0 (an(u)k
n)+(a2(u, k)k2)) into (3.4),
we obtain that
k( f $(u) a$0+ f "(u) a0)+ f $(u) a$1+ f "(u) a1+a"0
+
1
k \
a"2
k
+ f $(u) a$2+ f "(u) a2+a"1+=0.
Letting
f $(u) a$0+ f "(u) a0=0 (3.6)
and
f $(u) a$1+ f "(u) a1+a"0=0, (3.7)
then
a"2
k
+ f $(u) a$2+ f "(u) a2+a"1=0. (3.8)
Solving recursively (3.6), (3.7) with respect to an (n=0, 1), we get
{a0(u)=
1
f $(u)
>0,
(3.9)
a1(u)= f "(u)( f $(u))&3.
and
{a0 $(u)=&f "(u)( f $(u))
&2,
a$1(u)=( f $(u) f $$$(u)&3f "2(u))( f $(u))&4.
(3.10)
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In order to get the existence of a2(u, k) and its uniform boundedness with
respect to k, we first establish the following theorem:
Theorem 3.3. For sufficiently large k, equation (3.8) exists C3-solution
a2(u, k) and a2(u, k), a$2(u, k) are uniformly bounded with respect to k.
Before proving Theorem 3.3, we introduce the following theorem of
singular perturbation of the ordinary differential equations (see [14]).
Theorem 3.4. Let Y(x) # C2[:, ;] be the solution of the equation
F(x, Y, Y$)=0,
and functions f (x, y, z, *), F(x, y, z) be continual on the regions :x;,
| y&Y(x)|P(x), |z&Y$(x)|Q(x) for some positive functions P(x), Q(x)
and *0>*>0. In addition,
{
| f (x, y, z, *)&F(x, y, z)|$,
|F(x, y2 , z)&F(x, y1 , z)|A | y2& y1 |, (3.11)
F(x, y, z2)&F(x, y, z1)
z2&z1
L,
for some positive constants $, A, L.
If y(x)= y(x, *) is a solution of the following second-order ordinary dif-
ferential equation
*y"+ f (x, y, y$, *)=0,
with y(x0)=Y(x0) and y$(x0) being arbitrary, where x0 # [:, ;], then for
sufficiently small *>0, $>0, and B=| y$(x0)&Y$(x0)|, y(x) exists for all
:x; and satisfies
| y(x, *)&Y(x)|<{$A+* \
B
L
+
D
A+= exp \
Ax
L + ,
where D=max:x; |Y"(x)|.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. It is easy to find that Y1(u)=( f $(u) f $$$(u)&
3f "2(u))( f $(u))4 is a C2-solution of equation
f $(u) Y$(u)+ f "(u) Y(u)+a"1(u)=0
on 0uM.
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Choosing
F(u, y, y$)= f \u, y, y$, 1k+= f $(u) y$+ f "(u) y+a"1(u),
B1=0, *=
1
k
, $1=0, L1= inf
0uM
f $(u)>0, A1= sup
0uM
| f "(u)|,
then it is easy to verify (3.11). By using Theorem 3.4, equation (3.8) has
solution a2(u, k) on 0uM and
|a2(u, k)&Y1(u)|
D1
kA1
exp \A1uL1 + ,
where D1=max0uM |Y"1(u)|. Thus
|a2(u, k)||Y1(u)|+
D1
A1
exp \A1uL1 + .
Next we further estimate a$2(u, k). To this purpose, differentiating equation
(3.8) with respect to u, we get
a2$$$(u, k)
k
+ f $(u) a"2(u, k)+2f "(u) a$2(u, k)+ f $$$(u) a2(u, k)+a1$$$(u)=0.
Let Y2(u) be a C2-solution of equation
f $(u) Y$(u)+2f "(u) Y(u)+ f $$$(u) Y1(u)+a1$$$(u)=0.
Then Y2(u) is uniformly bounded with respect to k.
Choosing
F(u, y, y$)= f $(u) y$+2f "(u) y+ f $$$(u) Y1(u)+a1$$$(u),
f \u, y, y$, 1k+= f $(u) y$+2f "(u) y+ f $$$(u) a2(u, k)+a1$$$(u),
$2=
D1
kA1
sup
0uM
| f $$$(u)| exp \A1uL1 + , *=
1
k
,
B2=0, A2=2 sup
0uM
| f "(u)|, L2=L1 ,
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then it is easy to verify (3.11) and it follows from Theorem 3.4
|a$2(u, k)&Y2(u)|
D2
kA2
exp \A2uL2 + ,
where D2=sup0uM |Y"2(u)|. Thus
|a$2(u, k)||Y2(u)|+
D2
A2
exp \A2uL2 + .
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.3.
Thus using (3.3) and the argument above, a progressing wave of the
system (1.4) is provided by
{
’k=ekw \ :
1
n=0
an(u)
kn
+
a2(u, k)
k2 + ,
qk=*2 ’k+
1
k
ekw \ :
1
n=0
a$n(u)
kn
+
a$2(u, k)
k2 + .
(3.12)
In a similar way, we can obtain the following entropy-entropy flux pair of
Lax type
{
’&k=e&kw \ :
1
n=0
bn(u)
kn
+
b2(u, k)
k2 + ,
q&k=*2’&k&
1
k
e&kw \ :
1
n=0
b$n(u)
kn
+
b$2(u, k)
k2 + ,
(3.13)
where bn(u) (n=0, 1) and b2(u, k) satisfy
b0(u)=a0(u)>0, (3.14)
f $(u) b$1+ f "(u) b1&b"0=0, (3.15)
b"2
k
& f $(u) b$2& f "(u) b2+b"1=0. (3.16)
From (3.14), (3.15), we have
b1(u)=&f "(u)( f $(u))&3
and
b$1(u)=(3( f "(u))2& f $(u) f $$$(u))( f $(u))&4. (3.17)
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Using Lemma 3.3 again to the equation (3.16), we can get the existence
of b2(u, k) and the uniformly bounded estimates of b2(u, k), b$2(u, k) with
respect to k.
3.2. Entropy Solutions
Consider a compactly supported probability measure &x, t on R2 such
that
(P2) (&x, t , ’1 q2&’2q1) =(&x, t , ’1)(&x, t , q2) &(&x, t , ’2)(&x, t , q1) ,
for all C2-entropy pairs (’i , qi) (i=1, 2) of the system (1.4).
Let Q denote the smallest characteristic rectangle containing the support
of &x, t
Q=[(u, v) : w&w(u, v)w+, v&v(u, v)v+].
As done in [9], we introduce probability measures +\k on Q defined by
(++k , h)=
(&x, t , h’k)
(&x, t , ’k)
(3.18)
and
(+&k , h) =
(&x, t , h’&k)
(&x, t , ’&k)
, (3.19)
where h=h(u, v) denotes an arbitrary continuous function. As a conse-
quence of weak-star compactness, there exist probability measures +\ on
Q such that
(+\, h)= lim
k  
(+\k , h) , (3.20)
after the selection of an appropriate subsequence. We observe that the
measures ++ and +& are respectively concentrated on the boundary sec-
tions of Q associated with w, i.e.,
I\=Q & [(u, v) : w=w\]. (3.21)
Noticing (3.11), (3.13), we have as given in [9] that
(++, *2’&q)=(+&, *2 ’&q), (3.22)
for any C2-entropy pairs (’, q).
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From the assumptions (A1)(A3) and (3.12), (3.22), we can prove that
w+=w&. (3.23)
Otherwise, let w+>w&, taking ’=’k , q=qk in (3.22), we have from
(3.12), (3.22).
++, 1k ekw+ \ :
1
n=0
a$n(u)
kn
+
a$2(u, k)
k2 +
=+&, 1k ekw& \ :
1
n=0
a$n(u)
kn
+
a$2(u, k)
k2 + ,
i.e.,
ekw+ ++, :
1
n=0
a$n(u)
kn
+
a$2(u, k)
k2 =ekw& +&, :
1
n=0
a$n(u)
kn
+
a$2(u, k)
k2  . (3.24)
Now we prove that
(++, a$0(u)) =(+&, a$0(u)) =0. (3.25)
If (3.25) is violated, without loss of generality, we let (++, a$0(u)) >0, then
there exist positive constants c1 , c2 such that for sufficiently large k
ekw+ ++, :
1
n=0
a$n(u)
kn
+
a$2(u, k)
k2 c1ekw+ (3.26)
and
ekw& +&, :
1
n=0
a$n(u)
kn
+
a$2(u, k)
k2 c2ekw&. (3.27)
Combining (3.26), (3.27) with (3.24), it is easy to deduce that w+=w&.
This proves (3.25).
It follows, from (3.24), (3.25),
ekw+ ++, a$1(u)k +O \
1
k2+=ekw& +&,
a$1(u)
k
+O \ 1k2+ , (3.28)
the result deduces that
{supp +
+/[(w+, v+i ), i=1, 2, ..., n],
supp +&/[(w&, v&i ), i=1, 2, ..., n],
(3.29)
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where v+i = f (u i)&w
+, v&i = f (ui)&w
&, and v+i <v
&
i . Otherwise, if (3.29)
is violated, without loss of generality, we can assume that there exists
(w+, v+0 ) # [(w
+, v+i ), i=1, 2, .., n] such that
(w+, v+0 )/supp +
+.
Thus from the assumption (A3) and (3.11), there exists c3>0, independent
of k, such that
} ekw+ ++, a$1(u)k +O \
1
k2+ }
c3
k
ekw+ |3( f "(u+0 ))
2& f $(u+0 ) f $$$(u
+
0 )|
(3.30)
for sufficiently large k, where u+0 =w
++v+0 # [u1 , u2 , ..., un].
On the other hand, there exists c4>0, independent of k, such that
} ekw& +&, a$1(u)k +O \
1
k2+ }
c4
k
ekw& (3.31)
for sufficiently large k.
By using (3.28), (3.30), and (3.31), it follows
c3
k
ekw+ |3( f "(u+0 ))
2& f $(u+0 ) f $$$(u
+
0 )|
c4
k
ekw&. (3.32)
Letting k  + in (3.32) and noticing 3( f "(u+0 ))
2& f $(u+0 ) f $$$(u
+
0 ){0, it
is easy to get w+=w& and this contradiction proves (3.29).
In addition, (3.29) shows that there exist constants :1 , :2 , ..., :n with
:i0, ni=1 :i=1, such that
++, a$0(u)= :
n
i=1
:ia$0(ui)=& :
n
i=1
:i
f "(ui)
( f $(ui))2
. (3.33)
(3.25) and (3.33) show that
:
n
i=1
:i
f "(ui)
( f $(ui))2
=0. (3.34)
From the assumptions (A1), (A2), and (A3), we have
:1=:2= } } } =:n&1=0, :n=1, un=u*
and
supp ++=[(w+, v
*
+) : v
*
+= f (u
*
)&w+]. (3.35)
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Similarly
supp +&=[(w&, v
*
&) : v
*
&= f (u
*
)&w&] (3.36)
and
v
*
+<v
*
& . (3.37)
Accoding to (3.22), (3.35), (3.36), we obtain the condition that
f $(u
*
) ’(w+, v
*
+)&q(w+, v
*
+)= f $(u*) ’(w&, v*
&)&q(w&, v
*
&),
for all C2-entropy pairs (’, q).
Especially if we choose ’=v, q=0 in the above equality, then
f $(u
*
) v
*
+= f $(u
*
) v
*
& . (3.38)
Thus we obtain a contradiction from (3.37), (3.38), and (3.23) is proved.
Therefore, it follows from the results in [9, 28, 30]
w=(x, t)  w(x, t) a.e. as =  0.
The convergence of v=(x, t) is a consequence of the convergence of w=(x, t).
From the second equation in (2.1) we have
v=(x, t)=exp \&+$ t+{T=(t) v=0(x)+
1&+
$ |
t
0
T=(t&{)
_exp \+$ {+ w=(x, {) d{= .
It is clear from the above equality that the convergence of w=(x, t) implies
that
v=(x, t)  v(x, t) a.e. as =  0,
for some L function v(x, t) satisfying
v(x, t)=exp \&+$ t+ v0(x)+
1&+
$ |
t
0
exp \&+$ (t&{)+ w(x, {) d{.
Let u(x, t)= f &1(w(x, t)+v(x, t)). Then it is clear that (u(x, t), v(x, t)) is a
global entropy solution of (1.4), (1.5); that is, (u(x, t), v(x, t)) # (L, L)
satisfying the following conditions:
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(i) for any .(x, t) # C 0 (R_R
+),
{||t>0
[u.t+( f (u)&v) .x] dx dt+|
R
u0(x) .(x, 0) dx=0,
||
t>0 {v.t&
v&(1&+) f (u)
$
.= dx dt+|R v0(x) .(x, 0) dx=0;
(3.39)
(ii) the entropy inequality
||
t>0 {’(u, v) .t+q(u, v) .x&

v
’(u, v)
v&(1&+) f (u)
$
.= dx dt0,
(3.40)
holds for any nonnegative function .(x, t) # C 0 (R_R
+), where (’, q) is
any entropy-entropy flux pair of the system (1.4) satisfying (3.3) with con-
vex entropy ’.
Thus we conclude with the following theorem:
Theorem 3.5. Under the assumptions (A1)(A3), if the initial data
(u0(x), v0(x)) satisfies (3.1), then the Cauchy problem (1.4), (1.5) admits a
global entropy solution (u(x, t), v(x, t)) satisfying the integral equality (3.39)
and the entropy inequality (3.40).
Remark. If we replace the conditions (A2) and (A3) in Theorem 3.5 by
the following assumptions (A4) and (A5), respectively:
(A4) there exists u
*
>0 such that
f "(u)0, u # [0, u
*
]; f "(u)>0, u # [u
*
, +);
(A5) there exist u1 , u2 , ..., un with u*u1<u2< } } } <unM such
that 3( f "(ui))2& f $(ui) f $$$(ui)=0, i=1, 2, ..., n, and 3( f "(u))2& f $(u) f $$$(u)
remains the sign on u # [0, M], and 3( f "(u))2& f $(u) f $$$(u){0 if u{ui ,
i=1, 2, ..., n, then the conclusions of Theorem 3.5 still hold.
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